Total momentum transfer produced by the photons of a multi-pass laser beam as an evident avenue for optical and mass metrology.
The use of the radiation pressure of a laser field, as an effect of the momentum transfer of the absorbed and re-emitted photons, suggests rather a complementary than an alternative possibility for metrology to generate calibration forces or to calibrate the optical power directly traceable to the International System of Units (SI). This paper reports a method and experimentally measured evidence on options to extend the effective use of radiation pressure for generating optical forces in the sub-microNewton (μN) range. Among other features and results presented, we emphasize the variability in controlling the accuracy of these forces through the proper utilization of the power of a multi-pass laser beam (semi- or completely) locked within confined systems. The direct measurements of these forces, augmented due to the partial or total momentum transfer of the photons of a multi-pass laser beam extended from several hundreds of picoNewton (pN) up to sub-μN range for the same power of laser source, are done by a precision force measurement system and compared with basic theoretical computations. We also discuss the opportunities to probe the fundamental physical limits associated with this method and to the considerable extent other competing contributing effects that might be regarded as sources of errors in metrological tasks.